
B E S P O K E  A P P A R E L



FENIX CUSTOM brings you an entirely unique opportunity to express your 
individuality on the design process of all of our products.

We offer a diverse range of products and accessories to compliment each 
individual event ensuring the complete package is tailored to your exact 
specifications in just one easy step.

The suggested design on this catalog are examples of what you can create. 
However, with 10 color options available, the decision is yours! Even with a 
2 color shirt, there are 90 available choices.

Wicking: moisture management

Stretch: mobility

Heat Transfer: breathability

moves moisture away from the skin to the outer 
surface of the fabric, where it evaporates

fabric construction and composition offers 
optimal comfort and unrestricted movement

breathable construction to allow core 
temperature adjustment

Technology



FENIX CUSTOM offers our customers a unique opportunity to produce 
bespoke polo shirts, t-shirts, caps, bags, towels and other accessories, 
made to order in your corporate, club, sporting or business colors.

Our BESPOKE program offers you the complete freedom to design 
your very own look using our manufacturing techniques such as cut 
and sew, yard dye or sublimation printing. We also have a number 
of options for adding logos, including screen printing, embroidering, 
sublimating or even rubber stamping, in order to complete your 
desired look. Your individual program allows you to select your 
fabric colors and match your company or logo requirements to your 
selected products.

D E S I G N
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Send us a brief description of your requirements.
Provide us with your exact pantone colors, if required.
Provide us with your logo in hi-res format.

You should allow approximately 60 days from final approval of your bespoke 
design to be ready to dispatch from our warehouse.
Delivery times may vary depending on the manufacturing process required 
for the production of your order.

There is a 50% deposit required with your confirmation of order and the 
remaining 50% payment received in full before the goods will be released 
from our warehouse.

Our minimum number of units required for this bespoke program starts from 
50 units per design, based on available stock fabric colors.

Provide us with a brief outline of your bespoke requirement for your event, 
conference, uniform, sporting activity or business needs. We will then design 
your concept based on your brief, or alternatively we can provide you with 
storyboard design options created by our in-house design department.

Payment Terms

Lead Time

What we’ll need:

How does it work?

Is there a minimum quantity required?



D E S I G N

If you’re looking for something a bit more detailed or sophisticated, 
then a SUBLIMATION PRINT is the best option for you.

With the sublimation printing technique, you can choose any design 
in any color, and we will print it to the shirt in any of the following 
specs:

1. Front Panel Sublimation (plain back panel and sleeves)
2. Front Panel, Collar and Sleeve Sublimation (plain back panel only) 
3. Full Sublimation (the whole shirt will be printed with your design)

Choose from one of our popular template designs, or submit your 
own design request. Or if you’re unsure about your design, leave it to 
our dedicated design team to help you create your very own design 
to perfectly showcase your brand or corporate identity.

With this sublimation print option, you can incorporate your logo into the design itself at no additional cost, or 
stick with traditional embroidery or other options such as rubber stamps or heat transfers. The choice is yours.



SUBLIMATION 



SUBLIMATION 



CUT & SEW is a manufacturing technique more suited to customers who prefer a 
premium looking product with more than 1 color in the design.

With Cut & Sew, we will cut 2 or more fabrics and stitch them together according 
to your choice of pattern. This method is ideal for those who prefer the look and 
feel of fabric on their shirts rather than a sublimation print.

Our Cut & Sew program offers over a dozen template designs, and 10 different 
colors, adding up to over 1000 possible combinations of color and pattern. The 
fabric used in this process is a flatback pique polyester, which offers excellent 
comfort and performance.

D E S I G N

Your logo(s) can be added using a range of techniques, from simple embroidery to more premium looks such 
as rubber stamps and heat transfers. See page 34 for more information.



CUT & SEW 



Introducing the entry-level option in our custom program, our solid polo shirt 
is an excellent option for corporate uniforms where you want to maximize the 
impact of your logo and keep the shirt design minimalistic. In this style, we offer 
a number of fabrics in over 100 colors, allowing you to find the right color and 
style for your brand.

When BlueScope contacted us requesting a functional, breathable polo for 
their engineers to wear, we recommended this solid polo in Dry-Tech fabric, for 
performance as well as durability under tough conditions. They selected this 
specific blue color to match their corporate branding, and finished the shirt with 
some added touches – white stripes in the collar and sleeve trim, with company 
logos positioned as requested.

Other fabrics are available depending on your specific requirement and brief, 
from cotton to a range of pique polyesters, up to our higher end retail fabrics, 
such as our soft and stretchy poly spandex.

Your logo can be added using a range of techniques, from simple embroidery to 
more premium looks such as rubber stamps and heat transfers.

P O L O



Solid Performance Polo



Private LabelFenix Custom are pleased to offer our customers a 
option which allows you to create your very own brand. This 
unique services gives you the chance to utlilise the premium 
quality of Fenix Custom products, but with the added option of 
customizing your own hang tags and labels.

Ideal for corporate or sports uniforms where you would like to 
maximise your branding, these products will be made free of 
any Fenix Custom branding, meaning your logo stands out that 
much more.

This is a popular choice amongst golf clubs who wish to present 
their own house-brand, for their customers and guests to take 
home as souvenirs. Again, your label and hang tags will be custom 
designed by our in-house team of professional designers, and 
completely free of Fenix Custom branding.



Kids Polo



Carmel and Carlton  jacket

Sublimated
Carmel
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The maximum size for a hang tag is
: 12.95 cm x 6.9 cm

Fenix Custom are pleased to offer customers our Private Label 
option, which allows you to create your very own house-brand 
collection. This unique service gives you the opportunity to utilise 
our premium quality products and add your own custom logo, 
labels and hang tags.



CUSTOM OFFICE WEAR & COMPANY UNIFORMS
Is your company looking for custom office wear or company uniforms for all employees? 

At Fenix Custom, we aim to offer you customized apparel in a few easy steps. We offer a diverse of products and 
accessories to complement each individual event or need, ensuring the complete package, tailored exactly to your 
specifications. At Fenix Custom, we aim to ensure that not only your shirt design stands out from the crowd, but your 
corporate identity also.

Fenix Custom offers our customers a unique opportunity to produce bespoke polo shirts, t-shirts, caps, bags, towels and 
other accessories,  made to order in your corporate, club, sporting or business colors.

Our bespoke design program offers you the complete freedom to design your very own look using our manufacturing 
techniques such as cut and sew, yard dye or sublimation printing. We also have a number of options
for adding logos, including screen printing, embroidering, sublimating or even rubber stamping, in order to complete 
your desired look. Your individual program allows you to select your fabric colors and match your company or logo 
requirements to your selected products.

CUSTOM OFFICE WEAR & COMPANY UNIFORMS



CORPORATE UNIFORM

CUSTOM POLO



CORPORATE UNIFORM

T-SHIRT



Custom Trouser Uniforms



Hoodies 



F E N I X  C U S T O M

From caps and towels to golf balls and key chains, our wide range of accessories 
make for the perfect accompaniment to your customized apparel. Perfect for 
giveaways to clients and friends, put the finish touch on these accessories by 
adding your corporate or personal logo.

Our traveler bags are one of the most popular products in the range; available 
in 3 colors, these lightweight bags contain 2 compartments to separate your 
clothes and shoes, making them ideal for trips to the golf course or the gym.
We also have a huge range of caps; from our own brand caps, to Ahead caps, to 
your own custom designed caps. Choose from our stock caps and add your logo 
for fast turnaround, or design your own colors and even fabric on the cap for a 
fully customized product.

Novelty accessories such as keyrings or golf balls are also available, as well as 
the full range of PRG accessories which include string bags and teddy bears.

A  T O U R N A M E N T  P A C K A G E



Accessories 
Umbrellas 



Accessories 

Towels- Sublimate

MICROFIBRE TOWELS



Accessories 
Bag



Accessories 
Cap



W O R K W E A R

High-visibility
Wear

High-visibility clothing specifies 
requirements for protective clothing 
capable of signaling the user’s 
presence visually, intended to 
enchace visibility of the user in 
hazardous situations under any light 
conditions by day and under 
illumination by vehicle headlights in 
the dark. 
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Our company is a professional manufacturer and exporter of high-quality recycled knitted workwear.
Our Asian headquarter is located in Bangkok, Thailand. We operate 3 factories and employ staff across Asia.
All our recycled workwear is manufactured in our associate factories in Bangladesh. Our knit workwear are made of recycled 
polyester yarn from PET bottles mixed with recycled cotton yarn. Our woven workwear is made of recycled polyester yarn from 
PET bottles mixed with virgin cotton yarn.
The complete supply chain from PET and cotton waste to fibre, yarn, fabric, garment manufacturing, printing and embroidery 
has been GRS certified (Global Recycled Standard).



121212

The Woven Fabrics
Our standard woven fabric is made 
of yarn from recycled PET bottles 
mixed with virgin cotton yarn. Recy-
cled polyester content is >50% to be 
classified as recycled under GRS. 
Currently we mostly use woven 
fabrics for making T/C 250gsm 
Hi-Vis workwear.
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High-visibility Flame Retardant Trousers, Hanging pockets 
These trousers offer protection from heat and flame, molten 
metal splashes, heat of an electric arc, and are anti-static. 
Added Loxy® reflective provides optimal visibility and 
unparalleled safety in critical working conditions.

High-visibility Flame Retardant Coverall
This high-visibility coverall offers protection from heat and 
flame, molten metal splashes; heat of an electric arc, and is 
anti-static. Added Loxy® reflective provides optimal visibility 
and unmatched safety in critical working conditions. Added 
DuratexTM fabric over kneepad areas and at the ankles for 
tougher resistance.
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Gray Canvas Trousers, Hanging pockets
Trousers that are perfect for those technicians who need dura-
ble and long-lasting workwear. Equipped with both hanging and 
leg pockets with several functionalities for everyday use. You 
can also tuck the hanging pockets behind the usual pocket 
whenever needed. Added DuratexTM fabric for the kneepad 
areas and at the ankles which increase durability, usability, and 
optional use.

Gray Bib Coverall
Bib Coverall in gray with details in Fenix Custom blue. Equipped 
with several functionalities for everyday use such as zippered 
chest pocket, two back
pockets, tool pocket, and hanging pockets on each side.



Our Clients



SILVER 71 COLLECTION
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